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The meaning of life is to find your gift. The purpose of life is to give it away. –Picasso 
 

I. Purpose  
   

A. Questions for daily renewal  
   -What made me fall in love with this profession? 
   -How can I make a positive impact in a student’s life today? 
   -What kind of music teacher would I want for my own children? 
 

B. Setting goals 
   -Rehearsal goals for the day? 
   -Setting weekly and quarterly goals? 
   -3-year plan for your department 
   -Do your goals reflect your teaching philosophy? 
   -What can you/we improve on from yesterday’s class?  
   -What are factors that can take away focus on learning (news, weather,  
   etc.) 
   -***What are you doing this week to insure you are a life-long learner?  
   HOW WILL YOU GROW? 

	



 
The curriculum tells you ‘what,’ not ‘how.’ The ‘how’ is the artistry of education. –George Couros (@gcouros) 
   
  The true purpose of arts education is not necessarily to create more professional   

 dancers or artists. It’s to create more complete human beings who are critical   
 thinkers, who have curious minds, who can lead productive lives. –Kelly Pollock 

  (@klpollock)  
 
As band directors, we don’t make music the way the rest of the world does. The rest of the world makes music 
to bring it to life. We should do the same! Your responsibility as a music educator is to go beyond having a 
good band. -H. Robert Reynolds- 
 

If we create a culture where every teacher believes they need to improve,  
not because they are not good enough, but because they can be  

better, there is no limit to what we can achieve. 
 –Dylan Wiliam (@dylanwiliam) 

C.  Understanding your students  
   -What do my student’s really need from me today? 
   -Be a rainbow in someone’s cloud 
 

II. Starting your day 
  

A. Physical  
   -Before teaching=DYNAMIC STRETCHING, meditation, breathing,  
   prayer.  
   -End of the day=STATIC STRETCHING, breathing, evaluation.  

 
 

11 lbs

Nerves that go to your arms also pass 
through your neck.

Muscle fibers are NOT meant to be in
a stationary position. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Survey taken on Survey Monkey (G. Santos) 
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Never Stop Learning 
www.giosantosmusic.com 

 
Music lives only when the notes fly off the page and soar into glorious sound. The performer, the 
conductor, releases them from bondage through his or her feeling for their message, through the 

power of the imagination, and by means of the physical technique one devotedly acquires. We 
build technique only to ensure that our music can achieve its unforgettable moments, evanescent 

as they are, before once more returning to its prison of impatient silence. The most profoundly 
inspiring performances of a lifetime were those where the performer’s technique was so superb 

that we forgot it existed. Music spoke its own language in its own way, influenced by human 
frailty. –Elizabeth Green 


